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C. R. De Pr ima  and T.  Y. Wu 
1. Introduction 
The wave profile generated by an obstacle moving a t  constant veio- 
city U over a water surface of infinite extent appears  to be stationary 
with respec t  to the moving body provided, of course,  the motion has  been 
maintained for  a long time. When the gravitational and capillary effects 
a r e  both taken into account, the surface waves so generated may possess  
a minimum phase velocity cm character ized by a cer tain wave length, 
say Am ( see  Ref. 1,  p. 459). If the velocity U of the solid body i s  
grea ter  than cm, then the physically c o r r e c t  solution of this two- 
dimensional problem requ i re s  that the gravity waves (of wave length 
grea ter  than hm) should exis t  only on the downstream side and the 
capillary waves (of wave length l e s s  than A,) only on the ups t r eam 
side. 
If one follows s tr ic t ly  the so-called steady-state formulation so  
that the t ime does not appear  in the problem, one finds in general  that 
i t  i s  not possible to character ize uniquely the mathematical .solution with 
the de s i r ed  physical propert ies  by imposing only the boundedne ss condi- 
* tions a t  infinity. Some stronger  radiation conditions a r e  actually 
necessary.  In the l inearized t reatment  of this stationary problem, 
seve ra l  methods l2  have been employed, most  of which a r e  a imed a t  
obtaining the c o r r e c t  solution by introducing some ar t i f ic ial  device, 
e i ther  of a mathematical or  physical nature. One of these methods 
2 
widely used was due to Rayleigh , and was fur ther  discussed by Lamb. 1 
In the analysis of this problem Rayleigh introduced a "small  dissipative 
force1', proportional to the velocity relative to the moving s t ream.  This  
* In the case  of a three -dimensional steady-state problem, even the 
condition that the disturbance should vanish a t  infinity is not sufficient to 
character ize the unique solution. 
"law" of friction does not originate f rom viscosity and i s  hence physi- 
cally fictitious, for in the f ina l  resu l t  this dissipation factor  i s  made to 
vanish eventually. In the present investigation, Rayleigh's friction C O -  
eff ic ient  i s  shown to correspond roughly to a time convergence factor 
for  obtaining the steady- state solution f rom an  initial value problem. 
(1t i s  not a space-l imit  factor  fo r  fixing the boundary conditions a t  space 
infinity, a s  has  usually been assumed in explanation of i t s  effect). Thus,  
the introduction of Rayleigh's coefficient i s  only a mathematical device 
to render  the steady-state solution mathematically determinate and 
physically acceptable. F o r  a physical understanding, however, i t  i s  
confusing and even misleading; for example, in an unsteady flow case  
i t  leads to an incomplete solution, a s  has  been shown by   re en.^ An- 
o ther  approach, purely of a physical nature,  was used by ~ i c h e l l ~  in 
h is  t reatment  of the velocity potential for thin ships. To make the 
problem determinate,  he chose the solution which r ep resen t s  the gravity 
waves propagating only downstream and discarded the part  correspond- 
ing to the waves traveling upstream. F o r  two-dimensional problems 
with the capillary effect, this method would mean a superposition of 
simple waves so a s  to make the solution physically co r rec t .  Some other 
methods appear to be l imited in the necessi ty  of interpreting the prin- 
c ipa l  value of a cer tain kind of improper  integral.  In short ,  a s  to their  
physical soundness and mathematical r igor ,  o r  even to their  m e r i t s  o r  
demer i t s ,  the preference of one method over the o thers  has  remained 
nevertheless  a mat te r  of considerable dispute. Only until recently the 
steady-state problem has  been t reated by f i r s t  formulating a c o r r e s -  
ponding initial value problem. 3 s  l 2  A brief his tor ical  sketch of these 
methods i s  given in the next section. 
The purpose of this paper i s  to t r y  to understand the physical 
mechanism under lying the steady configuration of the surface wave 
phenomena and to clar i fy to a cer tain extent the background of the a r t i -  
f i ces  adopted for  solution of steady-state problems. The point of view 
to be presented here  is that this problem should be formulated f i r s t  a s  
a n  init ial  value problem (for example, the body s t a r t s  to move with 
constant velocity a t  a cer ta in  time instant), and then' the stationary state 
is sought by passing to the limit a s  the t ime tends to infinity. If a t  any 
finite t ime instant the boundary condition that the disturbance vanishes 
at infinity (because of the finite wave velocity) i s  imposed, then the 
limiting solution a s  the t ime tends to infinity is determinate and b e a r s  
automatically the des i red  physical properties.  Also, f rom the integral  
representation of the l inearized solution, the asymptotic behavior of 
the wave f o r m  for  large time i s  derived in  detail, showing the dis t r ibu-  
tion of the wave t rains  in space. This asymptotic solution exhibits a n  
* interesting picture which reveals  how the dispersion generates two 
monochromatic wave t rains ,  with the capillary wave in front of, and 
the gravity wave behind, the surface pressure .  The special  cases  
U< cm and U = cm a r e  a l so  discussed. The viscous effect and the 
effect of superposition a r e  commented upon later.  Through this de - 
tailed investigation it i s  found that the dispersive effect, not the vis-  
cous effect plays the significant role in producing the final stationary 
wave configuration. 
2. Histor ical  Sketch of Existing Theories  
In most  of the ea r ly  works on the steady-state surface wave prob- 
lems there seem to be two major lines of thought in  r ega rd  to obtaining 
the mathematical solution in agreement  with physical observations. 
When the viscosity i s  neglected in the formulation, the integral  r e p r e -  
sentation of the wave profile contains an  improper  integral of the f o r m  
cos kx dk , rC being a positive constant. 
If the integral  above i s  interpreted a s  i t s  Cauchy principal value, then 
the solution shows that there a r e  gravity waves ups t ream a s  well  a s  
downstream, a fact certainly in contradiction with physical experience. 
To improve the result ,  one approach a s s u m e s  that some important 
-- - 
* By dispersive medium i s  meant one in  which the wave velocity of a 
propagating wave depends on the wave length, so that a number of wave 
t rains  of different wave lengths tends to fo rm groups, propagating with 
group velocities which a r e  in general  different f r o m  the phase velocities 
of individual wave t rains .  In case  of waves on the water surface,  both 
the gravity and surface tension a r e  responsible for dispersion. 
physical factors  (such a s  viscosity) a r e  being omitted in the formulation, 
while the second approach contends that the interpretation of such in- 
tegra ls  i s  only a mathematical mat te r .  
To avoid this indeterminateness,  ~ a ~ l e i ~ h '  introduced a fictitious 
s m a l l  dissipative force,  proportional to the relative velocity so that the 
i r rotat ional  charac ter  of the motion is preserved. With the introduction 
of this force,  the factor (k-&) in  the integrand becomes (k-IC-ip) where 
i = $--i- and y i s  Rayleighls friction coefficient (>0) ; the problem i s  
then determinate since the singularity i s  no longer on the path of integra- 
tion. This  ar t i f ice  has  been widely used. Some phases of the argument  
against  this device were  mentioned in the previous section. 
Another method is based on the following physical argument.  The 
phenomenon of group velocity (denoted by c ) a r i s e s  f r o m  the mechan- g 
i s m  of dispersion ; i t  has  the important physical significance that the 
wave energy i s  t ransmit ted a t  the ra te  c even if the wave i s  mono- g 
chromatic.  It is known ( ~ e f .  1, p. 460) that for long gravity waves, 
1 
cg = - c ( C  being the phase velocity of the wave), while for shor t  2 
capillary wave s ,  Hence i t  follows that in steady flows the 
= z c *  
capi l lary waves cannot t r a i l  and the gravity waves cannot precede the 
surface force.  Therefore,  one may always add to the formal  solution 
a n  endless  t ra in  of f r ee  waves of appropriate wave length and amplitude 
such that this physical requirement is fulfilled, Michellls argument 4 
i s  of this nature ; another example is Ref. 5. 
6 Hogner has t reated the three-dimensional case  of a moving 
p res su re  disturbance on the water surface,  without the use of Rayleigh's 
dissipative force ,  by making a choice of the integration path, which was 
only justified by the final result .  
7 Dean has t reated the two-dimensional case of gravity waves 
generated by a finite band of surface pressure  by using complex variable 
techniques. To make the motion definite, it i s  assumed that the f a r  up-  
s t r e a m  region i s  not disturbed and the path of integration in the complex 
plane i s  adjusted accordingly. The mat te r  would be complicated if the 
capillary effect were  included. Besides this method cannot be general-  
ized to the three-dimensional case.  A more  general discussion of using 
a complex variable to t r ea t  the wave problem was given by H. Lewy. 8 
p e t e r s 9  has presented anew a general approach to both the two- 
dimensional and three-dimensional problems, but in his t reatment  the 
integral  of the above f o r m  was evaluated by following a path indented 
a t  k = & , the indentation being so chosen a s  to make the disturbance 
vanish f a r  upstream. This  method, in the large,  i s  then equivalent to 
using Rayleigh' s factor only in the final interpretation of the integral.  
In 1953 Timman and v o s s e r s l *  presented a new method for 
solving the gravity wave problem by applying the complex Four i e r  t r a n s  - 
f o r m  without using Rayleigh's coefficient. They point out that, even if 
the gravity wave exis t s  only on the downstream side, i t  i s  the complex 
Four i e r  t ransform which should be employed in the solution of the 
steady-state problem. This  method would be complicated with the 
addition of surface tension since the assumption should a l so  be made 
that the capillary waves vanish f a r  downstream. 
Aside f rom the supposition that the steady-state problem can be 
a natural  formulation provided some remedy for the difficulties i s  
found, i t  may be pointed out that the detailed mechanism of dispersion 
can only be seen f rom the resul t  of a corresponding init ial  value prob- 
lem. This  idea, apparently already conceived in Kelvin's famous 
work1 I ,  was f i r s t  executed (in 1948) by   re en^ to t r ea t  two problems: 
Lamb1 s radiation problem of the oscillating surface pressure  disturbance 
and the problem of the uniformly moving disturbance. The radiation 
condition for Green 's  f i r s t  problem was also discussed recently by 
Stoker. l 2  Incidentally, this idea was also mentioned, but was not 
ca r r i ed  out, by Havelock. 13 
3. Linearized Formulation of the Problem 
The problem in question concerns the propagation of surface 
waves in an infinite ocean, initially a t  r e s t ,  due to a pressure  dis t r ibu-  
tion which moves with constant recti l inear velocity U over the f r e e  
surface.  The liquid medium is taken to be inviscid and incompressible 
of constant density p. The resulting flow i s  assumed to be i r rotat ional  
so that a velocity potential exists in the medium. It i s  fur ther  a s sumed  
that the motion i s  a sma l l  perturbation; thus a linear theory can be 
applied. We r e  s t r ic t  ourselves to the two-dimensional motion in an 
xy-plane, with the y-axis  pointing vertically upward, y=O coinciding 
with the f ree  surface a t  r e s t ,  and the origin beingefixed with respec t  to 
the applied pressure  po so that the flow a t  infinity has  a uniform velo- 
city U in the direction of x positive. In this coordinate system, the 
surface pressure  may be described more precisely a s  
Po = 0 for time t 5 0 , 
( l a )  
= P,(x> for  t r o y  
where po(x) i s  a n  a r b i t r a r y  function of x and is assumed to be subject 
to the condition 
A perturbed velocity potential q (x, y, t )  is defined for y t O  and 
t>O so that the total  flow velocity has the components (U + cpx qy) 
where the subscripts  denote the partial derivatives. The velocity poten- 
t ial ,  of course,  sat isf ies  the relation 
qXx + qyy = 0 for y < ~ ,  t > ~  . (2) 
When both gravity and surface tension a r e  considered, the l inearized 
boundary conditions on the f ree  surface can  be shown (for example, by 
generalizing the argument of Ref. 1, p. 363 and p. 456) to be 
on y=O for  t > O  , 
a a a 1 (x + U -4 (P + (g - (r 7) r; = - - po(x) 
ax  ax P 
(4 1 
where < (x ,  t) i s  the ver t ical  displacement of the f ree  surface,  measured 
upward f rom y=O, g i s  the gravitational constant, c r = ~ / ~ ,  and Z i s  
the surface tension of the liquid-air interface. We fur ther  require  that 
for any finite t , 
c ,  c, be absolutely integrable with respec t  to x ;  
and 
q , I grad ~p 1 be absolutely integrable with respect  to x 
for  any fixed y: 0 . ( 6 )  
These conditions a r e  suggested by the argument that the wave velocity 
is finite for waves having finite wave length; thus, for  any finite t , 
one can always find a large enough distance x such that beyond this 
point the wave disturbance has not been regis tered.  At time t=O, we 
prescr ibe the zero init ial  conditions 
cp (x, y, 0) = z (x, 0) = 0 , Y S O  (7) 
A s  a r emark ,  i t  can be seen by integrating Eqs. (3 ) ,  (4) f rom t=O 
to some smal l  value that cp (x, 0, t) = ~ ( t )  a s  t -+ 0 and C t(x, 0) = 0. In 
particular,  qt  (x, 0 ,0)  = - po(x)/p.  Note that no assumptions a r e  made 
regarding the behavior of the solution a s  t - c o o ,  but the limiting 
solution i s  to be accepted a s  a natural consequence. 
Next we introduce the Laplace t ransform with respec t  to t and 




f (k, t) = e f(x, t) dx . 
Conditions ( lb )  and (3)-(6) imply that the Laplace and Four i e r  t r ans -  
fo rm of cp and exis t  (for the general  condition of existence, see  
e. g., Ref. 14). The t ransform of Eq. (2) under condition (6) is 
which has the solution of the form 
for y 5 0 , 
where A(s,  k) represents  an a rb i t r a ry  function of s and k. By making 
use of this resu l t  and the t ransform of (3 )  and (4), together with condi- 
tions (5)-(7), one obtains 
and 
Finally,  application of the inverse t ransforms (their  formulas  a r e  given 
elsewhere,  e.  g .  , see Ref. 14) to Eq. (9) yields the following integral  
r e p r e  sentation of 2: , 
with 
1 I, est %,-(A+ s2) coskx+2LJks s inkx  k d k  , H(X, t) = -7
2.rr i 2 2 (12) 
o (At s2) + (2U ks)  
and 
2 2 
n ( k )  k ( g t u k  - U  k) . 
In (12), the contour I' i s  taken parallel  to the imaginary s-axis ,  
located to the right of a l l  the singularit ies of the integrand in  the com- 
plex s -plane. Note that ~ ( x ,  t) i s  the singular solution of < when 
po(x) becomes the Dirac  delta function, po(x) = 6 (x) ; ~ ( x ,  t) i s  there - 
fore  a typical solution which exhibits a l l  the important features  of this 
problem and will thus be called the fundamental solution of the wave 
profile. 
If the variable k in the Four ier  integTal of Eq. (12) i s  taken to 
be rea l ,  then the singularit ies of the integrand in the s-plane a r e  five 
s imple  poles a t  
where  
Hence the contour I' may be taken along s = so + irj with so= const  >0 
and q running f r o m  -oo to t o o .  
Also, since the r e a l  par t s  of the poles a l l  vanish, one may f o r e -  
s e e  that the wave components (with any r e a l  wave number  k) in the 
F o u r i e r  i n t eg ra l  wi l l  have no exponential t ime-damping fac tor ,  but 
a r e  purely osci l la tory i n  nature.  F o r ,  a f te r  ca r ry ing  out the s -  
integral ,  one immediate ly  obtains that ~ ( x ,  t) = 0 for  t 4 0, and  for  
t L 0 ,  
of which the integration on % yields: 
( 1 6b) 
or, af ter  a suitable regrouping,  
00 w -Uk 
@-Uk t ]  - s i n  [ k x +  7
o t U k  
s in  -t 2 
To-tUk) ( 1 6 4  
These integral  representat ions  of H may se rve  a s  a l te rna t ives  of 
Eq. (12). In these  equations, A ( k )  and ~ ( k )  a r e  given by Eq. (15) 
which may a l so  be wri t ten 
where 
Thus ,  the two zeros  of A / k ,  namely, & and IC2, correspond to the 
ze ros  of ( a - ~ k )  on account of Eq. (17). These two ze ros  a r e  (i) r e a l  
and unequal (h l<  z,< r(. 2) for  U>c,; (ii) r e a l  and equal 
L 
(6 = f i 2  = Z for U = cm and (iii) complex conjugate (n2  = 1( for m 
U < c m .  F o r  a water surface,  cm = 23. 2 cm/sec;  a m =  3.63/cm with 
the corresponding wave length hm = ZIT/&, = 1. 73 cm. We shal l  f i r s t  
consider case  (i), while cases  (ii) and (iii) will be deferred to Sec. 6 
and 7. 
Consider k to be a r e a l  varia.ble for  the moment, then the in- 
tegrand in Eq. (16c) i s  seen to be a continuous function of k, x and t 
since the singularit ies a t  k = and r C 2  for  U > c m  a r e  actually 1 
removable. Fur thermore ,  the integral converges uniformly for  any 
finite closed interval of x and t. The same asser t ion  holds t rue for 
the integral  in Eq. (16b) i f  the integrand i s  considered as a whole. 
However, when the f i r s t  two t e r m s  in Eq. (16b) a r e  integrated 
separately along the r e a l  k-axis,  the integrals  may be interpreted as 
their  respective Cauchy principal value (the last  t e r m  i s  regular  on 
the positive k-axis). 
If, on the other hand, k i s  taken to be a complex variable, 
then o ( k )  has three branch points a t  k =  0, i .  If three branch 
cuts  a r e  introduced, cut f r o m  the branch points to the negative in- 
finity along paths parallel  to the r e a l  ax is  (see Fig.  1 ) ,  then o , and 
hence a l so  the integrand in Eq. (1 6), will  be an analytic function of 
k, regular in  the cut plane. Consequently, to calculate the integral in 
Eq. (16) one may either use the original path along the positive r e a l  
axis ,  o r  deform the path into a new contour a s  long a s  the integral  con- 
verges (the path L shown in Fig. 1 will be discussed in the next 
section). It should be pointed out that the solution obtained here i s  
a l so  seen to be the unique solution of our  problem because under con- 
dition (7), <(x, t ) r  0 for t ).O i f  p o ( x ) ~  0.
In Eq. (16b), the f i r s t  t e r m  i s  an even function of x, indepen- 
dent of t,  and is the formal  solution of the steady-state formulation, 
obtained a s  usual by omitting ct and cp in  Eqs.  (3) and (4) a t  the 
beginning. The second and last  t e r m  in the integrand represent  
waves propagating away f rom the point x=Ut towards the ups t ream 
and downstream respectively. Each elementary wave of wave number 
k propagates with the phase velocity 
relative to the point x =  Ut (or  the fluid a t  r e  st)  ; while a l l  the com- 
ponents of wave number in k and k-t dk fo rm a wave group, propa- 
gating with the group velocity . 
a lso  relative to x = U t .  The integration with respec t  to k then leads 
to a resultant dispersion since o depends on k. I t  i s  thus obvious 
that, a t  least  for  finite t, the surface wave H on the x>O side will 
be different f r o m  that on the x<O side since the f i r s t  t e r m  of (16b) 
i s  even in x while the las t  two t e r m s  a r e  not. 
4. The Limiting Solution as t - m ,  U>cm 
In this section the l imit  of ~ ( x ,  t) a s  t -+ oo for  U>cm will 
f i r s t  be calculated by applying the Tauberian theorem (see ~ e f .  14, 
p. 187): In the relation 
le t  ~ ( s )  be an analytic function of s ,  regular in the half-plane 
RE s s o b O ,  and b 2 s o ,  and let  
lim ~ ( s )  = A , A being any constant. 
s - e  Ot 
Then 
lim 
t +  t o o  F(t) = A 
if, and only if 
Applying this theorem to our  problem, one may take ~ ( x ,  t) of Eq. (12) 
to be ~ ( t )  for any fixed x so that 
whereas  the constant A of (21a), i f  it  exis ts ,  may now be a function of x. 
We shall f i r s t  evaluate the limit of (23) a s  s -0t. In the part  of 
(23) containing cos kx, s m a y  be neglected altogether a s  s -+ O t ,  
Thus  
00 
C O S  kx kdk 
2 
o (At sZ) + (2U ks) o A 
where R8 stands for "the r e a l  part  of", and P, the Cauchy principal 
value of the integral .  To evaluate i t s  principal value, one may r e g a r d  
k .  to be complex and then construct  an appropria te  closed contour a s  
follows. The or iginal  path along the positive r e a l  ax i s ,  broken a t  IC 1 
and  rC 2 ,  i s  connected u p  by two small semicircles of radius 6 , and 
i s  joined by a large semic i rc le  of radius  R (in the upper o r  lower 
half plane for  x 3 0  o r  x <  0 ,  see  Fig.  2) and back to k = 0 by the 
negative r e a l  axis .  By Cauchyls theorem, the integral  along the 
closed contour i s  ze ro .  Upon passing to the l imit  R --+ m,  E - 0, 
the contribution f r o m  the c -c i rc les  accounts for  half the res idues .  
Final ly ,  one obtains 
sgn x A,(x) = - cos kxdk [ s i n  - s in  J t J ~ k + n l ) l k + c 2 j  0- ('C2 - "J l-ru (24) 
0 
i n  which sgn x =  1 fo r  x>O and -1  for X C O .  Thus  A l  i s  a n  even 
function of x, a s  i t  i s  in  i t s  or iginal  form.  
2 In the second par t  of Eq. (23) ,  we may replace (At s ) by A 
a s  s + 0, hence 
1 l im 2Us sin kx k2dk 
A2(x) = - ; s - a  Ot J O A ~ + ( ~ u ~ ~ ) ~  
To calculate this l imit ,  the range of integration may be reduced to 
two shor t  s t re tches:  f r o m  k =  lC1- c to 1 t E and f r o m  rC2 - to 1 
) C 2  t c (with c > O), for  outside these two s t re tches  the integrand 
tends to ze ro  uniformly a s  s --* 0. Moreover,  within the shor t  
s t re tches  s in  kx  may be approximated by s in  Klx and  sin tC x 2 
respectively.  Then 
1 li m A ~ ( x )  = - - (s in  f i  x t  sin^ x) s* o+ (4U S) d T  
3T 1 2 
- - [ s i n  ~ ~ x t s i n &  x 2 I 
which is a n  odd function of x. Hence G(s, x)-Al(x) t A 2 ( x )  a s  s -+ O t .  
I F  TA~;S s / P ~ ~ / F  A$ 9 CS*Q ~ 3 ; ~ f ~ B f  7*i d / 1 * / 7  & s 0 aPW+v 4 ( r /  : 3 . 
7wsr Pf ,,,, Grr ?*/ c~e*MAlg c~~.s~+CA.  
Next we show that H(x, t) sa t isf ies  the neces sa ry  and sufficient 
condition (22.) In fact ,  we shal l  keep x fixed a t  any finite value. 
F r o m  Eq. (16) 
which r ep re sen t s  a continuous function of x and t i  and hence 
bounded, in  any finite range of x and t.  I t s  asymptot ic  value for  
l a rge  t can  be calculated by using the method of s ta t ionary phase ( see  
Ref. 16, p. 515). F o r  fixed x but l a rge  t ,  the s ta t ionary point of the 
f i r s t  exponential function in  the integrand is given by d( a - ~ k ) / d k  = '0 ,  
o r  o l (k )  = U. The basic  f ea tu re s  of the curve  o =o(k )  given by Eq. 
(15) a r e  shown in  Fig.  3. F o r  positive k,  o(k) i s  a monotonically 
increas ing  function of k,  with a n  inflection point a t  IC and i t s  slope 
wl(k) zw1( f i0 )  where  
The ra t io  o / k  gives the wave velocity c and  the slope ol(k)  gives 
the group velocity c of the wave with wave number  k, both velocit ies 
g 
being r e f e r r e d  to the fluid a t  r e s t  ( s ee  Eqs.  (19) and  (20).). The line 
= Uk in te rcep ts  the curve m(k) a t  K and IC2 fo r  U >c,, is 
tangential to the curve a t  a m  fo r  U = c, and does not in tercept  the 
curve  w(k) (except a t  the origin) fo r  U<cm. Thus i t  i s  c l ea r  that 
fo r  U > cm the equation o l (k )  = U has  two r e a l  roo ts ,  say k l  and 
k Z  with O c k l C r C 1  and i C  ,< k Z < d 2  (see  Fig.  3);  i t  is unnecessary  
to obtain the explici t  express ion  for k l  and k2 here .  In acco rd  with 
the principle of s ta t ionary phase, the mos t  significant contribution to the 
f i r s t  in tegral  of Eq. (26) comes  f r o m  a neighborhood of the s ta t ionary 
points k and k2. Carry ing  out this approximation one obtains the 1 
asymptot ic  r e p r e  sentation 
i ( d - U k ) t t  ikx k 1 i a l t t  i k l x t  b2 d -  { b l e  
c3 
0 fi 
where a l ,  a2, b l ,  b2 a r e  four coefficients, depending only on the value 
of k, w(k) and otl(k) a t  k l  o r  k2 (their exact expression being 
again unnecessary). The second exponential function in Eq. (26) has,  
however, no stationary point for k>O since wl(k) + U clearly has  no 
r e a l  zeros.  It then follows that this second integral will be of higher 
o rde r  of smal l  quantities than the f i r s t  a s  t -+a. In fact i t  can be 
shown, for example, by integration by parts ,  that for t large and x 
fixed, 
The asymptotic representation of a ~ / a t  given by Eq. (26) i s  then ob- 
tained by combining the above expressions.  Finally, to evaluate the 
l imit  (22) the interval  can be divided into two parts,  f rom ?; = 0 to T 
in which a ~ / a t  i s  bounded, say, by B, and f rom z = T  to t in 
which the asymptotic value of a ~ / a t  is valid and may be represented  
sufficiently by i t s  typical t e r m  b t 1/2 exp(iat)  of Eq. (28). Upon 
integration by parts  in the second interval, one obtains for fixed x, 
which tends to zero,  a s  t -e +a, uniformly for  any finite x. Therefore,  
i t  follows f r o m  the Tauberian theorem that a s  t + + co, 
H(x, t)'Al(x) + A Z ( x )  , o r  
oo 
co s kxdk 
sin f i 2  x 
0 
* 
An alternative method to obtain the limit of ~ ( x ,  t) a s  t -c + ao 
is by deforming the or iginal  path of integration to an appropriate con- 
tour along which the transient waves represented  by the last  two t e rms  
of (16b) die out a s  t ++a. That the integration path may be deformed 
i s  justified by the analyticity of the integrand in Eq. (1 6b), a s  was 
discussed in Sec. 3. To ascer ta in  the behavior of the integrand near  
k = K1 in the complex k-plane, we let k =  K l  f 1: ; then f o r  
1 z 1 << 5 we obtain f rom Eq. (17) 
with 
Hence 1 exp (i(CO- ~ k ) t ]  I exp(at 1mz)  which diminishes exponentially 
a s  t -* t o o  only for  Im z c 0 . Similarly,  i f  we put k = K + z ,  then for 2 
1 z (  small ,  
with a given above and 
Thus the same exponential function dies out a s  t - +oo only for 
Imz>O near  rC 2. Therefore Eq. (16b) may be written 
3 
* The notion of this method has been introduced by Green , Stoker 
and peters1'  in the t reatment  of some similar  problems. 
i  [ k x t  (d - ~ k ) t J  
H ( ~ ,  t) = - 1- RL - 
TT 2 d  (o) - Uk) 
e i [ k x  - (df uk) t ]  
2d(O + Uk) kdk 
where the coritour L l ies  on the-positive r e a l  ax i s  except for  two in- 
dentations, a semic i rc le  in the lower half plane a t  h l  and another 
in  the upper half plane a t  rC2 ( see  Fig.  1). Since the exponent 
i(c3 - Uk)t has  i t s  r e a l  par t  negative on both indentations, the second 
in tegra l  of (33)  integrated on the semic i rc les  makes  a contribution 
that tends to aero(1ike t- l)  a s  t + t m ,  keeping x fixed. The 
second in tegra l  on the remaining portions of L lying on the r e a l  ax i s  
i s  readily seen (e. g. by integration by parts ,  s e e  Ref. 17, p. 46) to 
die out (like t- ') a s  t -+ +a for fixed x. The las t  in tegra l  itself 
has no singulari ty on the r e a l  axis,  so that the path L can be taken 
along the r e a l  axis .  Thus,  this integral  can also be seen to die out 
(like f 2 )  for fixed x. Therefore ,  a s  t - r  t m ,  only the f i r s t  in tegra l  
of (33) remains ,  
ikx 
H(X, t) - - i dJL e cik 
To- =A1J(k- • 
The path L, once fixed by requiring that the t rans ien t  t e r m s  . integra- 
ted along L die out a s  t --+too, may fur ther  be deformed a s  long a s  
i t  does not pass  a c r o s s  the singulari t ies a t  K 1 and < 2. The steady 
state of the surface waves can then be calculated f r o m  the above in- 
t egra l  by applying the theorem of res idues  to the in tegra l  on a closed 
contour P which consis ts  of L a n d a  large semic i rc le  I k (  = R in  
the upper half plane for  x>O (o r  in the lower half plane for  x<O) 
and back to the origin by the negative r e a l  axis.  By passing to the 
l imit  R + m ,  one obtains again Eq. (30). 
This  steady- state limit of the fundamental solution (Eq. (30)) 
shows that there  a r e  two t r a in s  of waves propagating respectively on 
each  side of the origin.  The wave on the downstream side, sin r~ x, 1 
has  wave length 
1 /2 u 
[ M ~ + ( M ~ - ~ )  ] > X  m for M = - > l  
c m  
and i s  called the gravity wave; while the ups t ream wave has wave length 
k '/X l e s s  than Am, the so-called capillary wave. The la st t e r m  X2= m 1 '  
i n  Eq. (30) represents  the local effect which levels off rapidly f rom the 
origin.  This  integral  can be reduced to known functions (see Ref. 1, p. 403): 
00 
cos kxdk - 
- 
1 
x c o s  IC x - C i  rClxcos 4 x k t  6 l)(k t lc2) K 2 -  2 I 
0 
si I(. 2 x sin h 2 x - si  h 1 x sin r lx )  (35a) 
which Ci and si denote the cosine and sine integrals:  1," dt , s in  t c i u  = - s i u  = - (35b) 
u 
F r o m  the known propert ies  of these functions15 one can easily verify 
that the integral  L has the value ( h Z -  i t l ) - '  log (62/61) a t  x.0, 
becomes l e s s  than 0.04 ( f i2-h l ) - l  for x>hl/2,  and behaves like xm2 
for  xbbX1. Since this las t  t e r m  of Eq. (30) only has  a local effect, i t  
has  no mechanism for radiating energy away f rom the origin,  a s  does 
the f i r s t  t e rm,  and therefore contributes no wave resis tance.  
The natural  consequence obtained above that the two waves occur 
separately on each side of the surface pressure  i s  actually in accord-  
ance with the physical principle that governs the rate  of energy t rans-  
mission and is the solution sought for in the steady flow problem. Note 
that i f  the o r d e r  of the l imit  and integration in A ~ ( x )  i s  reversed,  
in tegra l  A2 then disappears.  It i s  thus c lear  that in the d i rec t  formu- 
lation of the steady flow case  (by dropping out a l l  time derivatives), 
the resu l t  contains only A 
5. Asymptotic Solution for Large  T i m e ,  (U > cm) 
A more  detailed analysis  i s  required to obtain the asymptotic 
solution of H(x, t) for large,  but finite, values of t. The integral  re-  
presentation (16b) i s  in a f o r m  suitable, a t  l eas t  i n  some sub-intervals  
of the integration, for the application of the method of s ta t ionary phase, 
( s ee  Ref. 16, p. 515). A s  the exponents a r e  purely imaginary for real 
k, the path of stationary phase i s  the r e a l  ax is .  Consequently i t  i s  
no longer advantageous here  to deform the path of integration. Also,  
when the f i r s t  two t e r m s  of (16b) a r e  integrated separately  along the 
r e a l  k-axis ,  their  Cauchy principal values a r e  taken. 
Write Eq. (16b) a s  
cos kx kdk , 
according to the o r d e r ,  
where in (36c) r is a s m a l l  positive quantity, chosen to be much l e s s  
than both I I and (K2- dl). The above decomposition bea r s  with i t  some  
physical significance. H i s  independent of t and  i s  even in x. H2 as 1 
a whole r ep re sen t s  the resul tant  dispersion of a l l  the waves propagating 
ups t ream f r o m  the point x =  Ut. Among these wave components HZZ 
and HZ4 r ep re sen t  the interaction of the gravity wave (k= rl ) and the 1 
capillary wave (k = lC2) with the motion of the external  disturbance. 
Presumably H1 + HZ2 + H24 will then descr ibe the particular gravity 
wave and capillary wave that can accompany the external  disturbance. 
A s  for  the r e s t  of HZ, HZ1 represents  the dispersion of the gravity 
waves with k clC and HZ5, the dispersion of the capillary waves 1' 
with k z h 2 ,  whereas H23 represents  the interaction of the gravity 
and capillary waves with k <K2. Finally, H represents  the dis-  3 
persion of the waves propagating downstream f rom x =  Ut; i t  will then 
descr ibe more  o r  l e s s  the history of the downstream waves due to the 
init ial  disturbance . 
Now H ~ ( X )  is identical to A ~ ( x )  of Eq. (24). hence 
H ~ ( x )  = - * i  { s i n h l x  - sin K ~ X  } + - 7!r ~ ( x )  
with ~(4) given by Eq. (35). 
In the evaluation of H2 we shall  r e  s t r ic t  ourselves for  simplicity 
to moderate and large values of U>co , so that rC d o <  I$,< d 2  
(see  Fig. 3).  In H22 we use the expansion (31), taking z to be real ,  
then 
i n  which a and a r e  given by Eq. (31b), with PI> 0 here for 
' 
and 
a = 1 
The o rde r  t e r m s  in the integrand above may be neglected since for  t 
- 1 - v  large,  their contribution to the integral i s  of the o rde r  of t where 
t-v i s  the smal les t  o r d e r  t e r m  retained. Then 
a +F 2 
- iz  
e cos 2Y z dz 1 
with 
One may note that the upper limit c -+m a s  t--- oo, but y, 
may be large (such a s  a t  x =  0) o r  small  (such a s  a t  x =  at). Now, 
2 dz if 2 
e sin 2yz 7 = JT 1 e i(" -r/4)du = $ ( I - i ) [ C ( R ~ ) + i S ( g y ) ]  
0 
where C and S denote the F r e s n e l  integrals: 
2 u 2 
C(U) = 0 s  d t '  sin (+) dt . 
0 0 
On the other hand, for  t large 
upon integration by parts.  Similarly, 
00 
- i z  2 d r  (jme-ir 2 
sin 2yz - = 0 1 
z *) z = ~ ( t -  1 . 
.Jt 
Therefore ,  a f t e r  using these relations,  Eq. (38a) becomes 
N 1 (C + S) sinrClx - (C - S) cos L l x  - 
i n  which the argument of C and S i s  of course (yl JZ/r), y being 
given by Eq. (38b). The F r e s n e l  integrals  have the following properties:  
They a r e  odd functions of the argument. F o r  large values of u ,  
1 1 Tr 2 - 2  C(U)Y - s g n u t  - s i n ( z  u ) + O(u ) ,  2 w u 
1 S ( U ) ~  - sgn u -  2 71u 
and for sma l l  values of u , 
5 C ( U ) ~  u + ~ ( u  )., IT 3 7 s(u)" T U  +o(u  ) .  
Hence for t and y1 both large (i. e .  , in the region I x- a t  I >>dw ) . 
1 a 
sgn (x- at) sin t x - - 2 w  
l . F  
( 4  l a )  
and for  t large but Y1 smal l  (or  in the region I x- a t  I <</4w) , 
a 
fT 1 'IT 
s i n ( d l x  - -  3 cos  (rL1x.- ;i) + O(yl ' il) . rn (4 1b) 
I t  is of in te res t  to note that the f i r s t  t e r m  in Eq. (41a) changes 
sign a t  x =  at(>O), thereby canceling the gravity wave in 
(see Eq. ( 3 7 ) )  for, x S O  and for x>> at + Jv, but doubling i t  
in Dsx<<at - ,/v 
In the integral HZ4, we use the expansion (32) and proceed 
in a s imi lar  way a s  above; then we obtain for t l a r g e ,  
where 2 
x t a k  
a2 = 2 2 
4 h 2 ( h 2  - n l )  
and C,  S here  stand f o r  the F r e s n e l  integrals  with argument  
(y2 m). Thus for t and Y bath large ( in  the region I x t  a t  2 
1 
sgn(x+  at)  sin d 2 x t  - 2 R cos(h2x-  Y 2 + 7 ) + 
and for t large,  but T2 sma l l  (in the region 1 x +  a t  1 << [G) 
Note a l so  that the f i r s t  t e r m  in Eq. (43a) changes sign a t  x =  -at(<O) 
and hence cancels the capillary wave in Hl for x>O and 
x<<-at - Jw, but doubles i t  in 0,-at+ ,/-. 
The integral  H21 represents  the dispersion of a l l  gravity waves 
having wave lengths g rea te r  than X1. Since the capillary effect on the 
wave velocity of these gravity waves i s  ra ther  sma l l  (the effect i s  l e s s  
than 5% here  for  k<Xl<fi0 = 0.393 Am, a s  can be verified f rom Eq. 
(19) ), the surface tension may be neglected in H 21' Then f rom Eq. 
(151, 
The method of stationary phase may readily be applied to calculate 
HZ1 for large values of t. Write the exponential function in (36c) as  
exp { i t f(k)} with 
Then the stationary point kO i s  given by f'(ko) = 0, o r  
o t(ko) = E , and f rom (44), ko = ( 2  c)-' . (46) 
Since mf is positive, ko may exis t  only for positive 5 . Fur thermore ,  
ko must  a l so  fa l l  inside the range o f  integration of HZ1, O<ko< rC1 - E . 
2 Hence, with rL1 = g / ~  when r i s  neglected, we must  have 
F o r  a given pair (x, t) satisfying this inequality, there corresponds' a 
stationary point ko, given by (46), a t  which 
Hence following the principle of stationary phase, we may expand the 
integrand about k to yield 
0 
val id  fo r  t l a rge  and  x < < ~ t / 2 .  In the reg ion  ~ t / 2  - ,/-<x&t/2, 
the higher t e r m  i n  the expansion of k/ [o(o-uk)]  should be included 
to give the f inal  r esu l t :  
'I2 U t - Z x  1 '-!-(A) ( ) s i n ( ~ - ~ ) t ~ ( ~ - .  
*21 U2 l r u t  
F o r  x > u t / 2  the in tegrand ha s  no s ta t ionary point, and the re fore  
H21 = 0 ( l / t )  in that region.  F o r  fixed l a rge  values  of t and x<< Ut/2, 
the wave r ep re sen t ed  by (47a) d e c r e a s e s  in  ampli tude towards  the up- 
s t r e a m ;  the wave length of the wave pass ing x a t  t is 
which d e c r e a s e s  m o r e  and m o r e ,  the c lose r  the wave is to the point 
x =  ~ t / 2 .  A t  a f ixed point x < < ~ t / 2  , th is  wave decays  like t- 1/2, 
Next, consider  the cap i l l a ry  wave r ep re sen t ed  by HZ5 in  Eq. 
(36c). By a s im i l a r  r ument the gravi ty  g may  be  neglected in 
3 4k HZ5 SO that  m=(rk ) . Application of the method of s t a t ionary  
phase yie lds  the asymptot ic  represen ta t ion  f o r  l a rge  values  of t : 
( 4 8 4  
fo r  x <<- u t / 2  ; 
f o r  - ~ t / 2  - J a < x  < - ~ t / 2 ,  
and HZ5 = 0( l / t )  fo r  x 2 -  Ut/2. Th i s  wave h a s  the loca l  wave length 
2 
which d e c r e a s e s  m o r e  and m o r e  with dec r ea s ing  ampli tude,the f a r t h e r  
u p s t r e a m  the wave is f r o m  the point x =  - ~ t / 2 .  I t s  ampli tude a l s o  
decays like t- 1/2 a t  any point x<<-ut/r?. 
In the integral  HZ3 the significant fea tures  of t k  interaction be- 
tween the capi l lary and gravity wave s can be acquired by evaluating the 
I I 
in tegra l  in a neighborhood of rC where u vanishes ( see  Eq. (27)). 
0 
Thus,with k = I C o t  E , one obtains for  I E I << rL0 , 
where  
.;E 
By using this approximation,  we have for U>co,  and t large , 
where Ai  denotes the Ai ry  integral:  
* It  should be noted that when cm< USc, ,  the integrals  HZ2 and 
coincide in range of integration and thus reduce to one integral .  In 
such a case the denominator of the iritegrand in Eq. (50) should include 
the t e r m s  u p  to O ( E ) ;  the final  r e su l t  then contains the integral  of the 
Ai ry  function. 
The asymptot ic  behavior of Ai(z)  fo r  large o r  s m a l l  values of z a r e  
given e lsewhere  (e .  g. see  Ref. 16, p. 508 and Ref.  17); i t  d e c r e a s e s  
exponentially fo r  , z positive and large,  and osc i l l a tes  with decreas ing  
amplitude fo r  negative large z .  F o r  large t,  the function Ai  i n  Eq. 
(50) v a r i e s  much m o r e  slowly' with x than the cosine wave because of 
in i t s  argument.  Hence the profile H be-  the s m a l l  factor  t 2 3 
haves like a t ra in  of cosine waves of length X = 2rr/fio, propagating 
0 
downstream a t  velocity (U - c ), but i t s  amplitude fa l l s  off exponen- 0 
tially for  x>(U -c  ) t  and osc i l l a tes  slowly with decreas ing  ampl i -  g 0 
tude for  x < ( U  - c g o ) t  Near the point x =  Ut, the amplitude decays  
like t- , a r a t e  s lower  than t - ~ / ~ ,  the r a t e  of decay of the r e s t  of 
the t ransient  waves.  
The in tegra l  H j  of Eq. (36) r ep re sen t s  the resul tant  d i spers ion  
of the waves going downstream; i t s  asymptotic value for  large t is 
+ ~ ( t - ~ / ~ )  for  x nea r  ~t . (52) 
For x>3/2  Ut. H3 i s  asymptot ic  to the express ion  H of Eq. (48) 21 
with ( ~ t - x )  and ' ( ~ t - 2 x )  replaced by their  absolute values;  and fo r  
N 
x>5/2 Ut, H3= - H25 of Eq. (49) again with ( ~ t - x )  and ( 2 x t  Ut) r e -  
placed by (x-Ut) and I 2 x t U t  ( ; and for x << Ut, H3 = 0(l / t ) .  
Final ly ,  in  o r d e r  to summar ize  the detailed information above 
and thereby to exhibit a c lea r  over -a l l  picture, we consider  for s impl i -  
city the ca se  U >> cm so that 
and hence f i  2>> rC1, >> P2, a l > >  a 2 .  The resu l tan t  asymptot ic  
representat ion of H (= H1+ H ~ +  H ~ )  for  t large i s  given for  different 
regions in space as  follows, the order  of e r r o r  t e r m  being omitted as  
understood. F o r  
for  
1 1/2 
- Z U t t  (+) << x < O ,  
H 2 2 sin u2x -- - u2  L(X) + ~ ( x ,  t) Tru 
where ~ ( x )  is given by Eq. (35) and 
for  1/2  




 sin^ U 
+ ( ?tU ? )  t ( t  - 2 )  s i n  - } , 
for 
16 1/3 cos x0(x - Ut) 
H z - + ( z )  u noco I 
1 3 The asymptotic representation of H for  x << - - Ut and x > ~  Ut 2 
a r e  omitted here  because their  magnitudes a r e  ra ther  unimportant. 
Based on this asymptotic solution a qualitative picture of the wave 
fo rm i s  drawn in Fig. 4. 
This  resu l t  shows that on the upstream side, a t ra in of capil- 
l a ry  waves of wave length X 2 =  2nr /u2  exis ts  in 0 2  x > - ~ t / 2  ; 
this wave falls off in amplitude beyond x = - ~ t / 2  with decreasing 
2 
wave length. A t ra in  of gravity wave of length X - ZITU /g propagates 1- 
on the downstream side in 0 l x < ~ t / 2 ,  tapering off beyond x =  ~ t / 2 .  
The phenomenon of the interaction between the initially generated 
gravity and ca,pillary waves takes place near  x =  Ut; the net effect 
produces near  x =  Ut a t ra in of waves of length A = 2 ? t / ~ ,  (equal to 
0 
4.6 c m  for  a water surface),  propagating downstream a t  velocity U, 
oscillating slow1 with frequency %/2a and dying out a t  a ra te  pro- 
portional to t- lr3* The r e  s t  of the transient waves that depend on t 
dies out like t-'/'. It may also be remarked that this asymptotic 
' solution i s  consistent with the physical principle of energy t ransmission 
that in the present coordinate system the energy of the gravity wave 
is  t ransmit ted only downstream a t  the ra te  ~ / 2  and the energy of the 
capillary wave, only upstream a t  the same rate .  
In the present case of U >> c the character is t ic  t ime of impor-  
m 
tance is = u / ~ ,  the other character is t ic  t ime associated with surface 
tension, T - U ,  being much less  than T for U >> cm. In t e r m s  2 - 1 
of T~ the spatial range for  Eq. (54c, d) can be written a s  
1 /2 the last quantity (2+5/t) may be considered small for t >  100 zl. 
Therefore,  the above asymptotic solution for  large time becomes valid 
f o r  t > I00 TI, that i s ,  a f te r  about eight gravity waves ( ~ t / 2  Z 8 h l )  
have been established. 
As t -+ a, the region of the monochromatic gravity wave and 
capillary wave extends to infinity and a l l  transient waves diminish. I t  
is in this manner that the limiting solution, a s  obtained in the last  sec-  
tion, is approached. 
6 .  The Case U<c, 
When U i s  l e s s  than cm, the two zeros  of h ( k )  a r e  complex 
conjugate, say K. and where (see Eq. (18)) 
Regarding k to be complex, the integrand of H1 has two simple 
poles a t  & and r .  If one chooses a closed contour bounded by the 
f i r s t  o r  the fourth quadrant and applies the theorem of residues,  one 
readi ly obtains 
H ~ ( x )  = - - cos kxdk (k - h)(k -it) 
L 
The f i r s t  t e r m  represents  a wave of length 2'n-/( M ), but i t s  ampl i -  m 
tude falls off exponentially away f rom the origin. The second t e rm,  
- 2 
e v e n i n  x, m a y b e  s h o w n t o d a m p o u t l i k e  x for  large x ( a  s t raight-  
forward  resul t  by applying Waison's lemma, e. g . ,  see Ref. 16, p. 501). 
In a s imilar  way one can show that the transient waves H, and H, die 
L 3 
out like t'2 a s  t +m, so that the limiting solution of H has  the same 
value a s  H given above. Thus, in this case  no surface wave (in the 1 
usual sense)  can be generated. 
In particular,  a s  U 0, the second t e r m  with the integral  in 
Eq. (56) tends numerically to one-half of the f i r s t  term.  Hence 
which i s  the fundamental solution of g H - sHxx=  -6 (x), the correspon-  
ding limit  of Eq. (4). 
7. The Case U =  cm 
As U--+ cm, l m ,  both Eq. (30)  and (56) become 
meaningless. This  resu l t  would imply that no steady solution real ly  
exis ts  when U = cm. To see this, we put A = s k ( k -  am)' in Eq. (1 2) 
and fur ther  introduce the nondimensional quantitie s : 
T o  obtain the asympto t ic  represen ta t ion  of H f o r  l a rge  z , we neglect  
h igher  powers  of z o the r  than the t e r m s  n e c e s s a r y  to keep  the i n t eg ra l  




-t .sin:u u -  l i 2 T I} du , 
( u t  1 )(u- 112 2 (u t  1) 
I t  can  be s een  that  f o r  T l a rge ,  the mos t  significant contribution to the 
i n t eg ra l  comes  f r o m  a neighborhood of u = 1. Thus ,  one m a y  divide 
the in te rva l  into two par t s :  f r o m  u = 0 to 2 and f r o m  2 to oo ; the 
i n t eg ra l  ove r  the second in te rva l  can be e s t ima t ed  to be of the o r d e r  
- 1 
't u p o n i n t e g r a t i o n b y p a r t s .  F o r t h e i n t e g r a l i n t h e i n t e r v a l  
0 < u 1 2 , one may  expand the functions about the point u = 1. Hence,  
with v = u  - 1,  
1 
8 2 z v 2  dv 1 I' dv H ,  t - { i n  ( - + s i n i  s i n  (F) 'Tr C v 2 V 
m 0 
which grows beyond a l l  bounds a s  t + ~ .  In o rde r  to explain this 
r e su l t ,  one m u s t  r e c a l l  the assumptions  and conditions under which 
th is  solution is valid. In the l inearization,  the point of application 
of the su r f ace  p r e s su re  i s  approximated to be on y=O.  When the 
p r e s su re  moving a t  velocity c i s  exe r t ed  s t r i c t ly  on the deflected 
m 
f r e e  sur face ,  the wave would probably s t i l l  grow until i t s  amplitude 
becomes  so l a rge  that  the l inear  theory b r e a k s  down. 
8. The Effect  of Superposit ion 
In the foregoing,  ~ ( x ,  t) i s  actually the fundamental  solution 
when the sur face  fo rce  po a c t s  like the D i r a c  function. If po 
i s  d is t r ibuted over  a n  a r e a  on the sur face ,  superposit ion of H(x, t )  
leads  in  gene ra l  to the suppress ion of the wave amplitude,  a quite 
well-known resu l t .  Following Lamb ( s e e  Ref. I ,  p. 467) we con- 
s i de r  the sur face  p r e s s u r e  
which s p r e a d s  m o r e ,  the l a r g e r  the value of b. Note a l s o  that th i s  
function tends to p6  (x) a s  b 4 0 .  After substi tut ing this po(x) 
and  Ecl. (12) into ( l l ) ,  one f inds that  <(x, t)  ha s  the s a m e  express ion  
a s  H(x, t)  of Eq. (12) except for an additional fac to r  exp(-kb) in the 
integrand.  The  corresponding steady- s tate solution i s  then 
2 x 1 0  for  
x g o  (61) 
where  the local  deflection n e a r  the origin has  been omitted.  The ex -  
ponential iacto rs show the at tenuation due to superposit ion,  o r ,  the 
effect of l J in terferencel '  ; the attenuation is more marked for the 
capi l lary  waves,  s ince  ri 2 >  rl 
In the case of U<c  one can obtain in a s imilar  way an 
m '  
attenuation factor exp(-bu2/2cr) to the f i r s t  t e r m  of Eq. (56) in the ex- 
pre ssion for c (x ,  t) : while in the case U = cm, this factor  becomes 
exp ( -  nmb). 
9. The Viscous Effect 
The damping of a t ra in  of simple wave due to the viscous effect 
has  been t reated by using a linear theory ( ~ e f .  1, p. 625). One of the 
essent ia l  resu l t s  may be cited here: If a t  t ime t = 0 a t ra in  of simple 
waves i s  established and i s  given a s  C = ): sin k(x-Ut) where the liquid 
0 
medium i s  otherwise a t  r e s t ,  and for  t > O  this wave is allowed to 
decay under the sole influence of viscosity, then the resu l t  i s  
where v i s  the kinematic viscosity of the liquid. It i s  of in te res t  to 
note that the viscous effect only attenuates the wave amplitude without 
affecting the wave length, i t s  velocity .or i t s  phase. 
In the present case,  the viscous damping of the surface waves 
generated and maintained by a surface pressure  i s ,  of course,  more  
complicated. Some rough estimate of the viscous effect on this type of 
motion, however, can readily be ca r r i ed  out a s  follows. Our previous 
r e su l t  indicates that the region of the simple wave extends outwards ' 
f r o m  the origin a t  a ra te  equal to ~ / 2 .  Physically, this would mean 
the following. In a coordinate system fixed in space, a s  the force 
passes  over a cer tain point a t  some instant, a wavelet i s  being created. 
After the force passes  by, this wavelet i s  left behind to propagate a s  a 
f r e e  wave and to decay in the absence of maintaining force,  hence i t s  
time ra t e  of decay should obey the above law. But a t  the end of a large 
t ime in te rva l  t, this wavelet, a f t e r  the net influence of dispersion, 
i s  a t  a distance x = ( 1 / 2 ) U t  f rom the moving force. It is then a 
reasonable conjecture that the above resu l t  can be applied to the present 
case  by replacing t in the exponent by 2 X/U. Thus, back to the co- 
ordinate system fixed with the force,  the steady solution under the 
viscous influence should be approximately 
2 
exp ( - 4 v h l  X/U) sin & x 
2 
= - 
2 j (.;) 
exp (-4vK2 X/U) s in  f i2x x S 0  . 
Le t  us  define an attenuation length 
which corresponds t o a n a t t e n u a t i o n f a c t o r  e-I  a t  x=& for  the wave 
2 
of length h. F o r  a water  surface,  (cm/4vr(,) = 44 cm.  Hence when 
A = A m =  1. 73 cm,  6 =44  cm. F o r  longer waves,  -5 i nc reases  very  
m 
rapidly since i t  i s  then proportional to ()i/hm)5/2. F o r  example,  
when A l  = 173 cm,  then 8 = 3 ki lometers .  Therefore ,  the viscous 1 
damping i s  effective only on the shor t  waves. 
By combining the effects of superposition and viscosity,  we \ finally obtain a picture which would come very  close to the physical , 
observation.  
10. Wave Re s i s  tance 
Inasmuch a s  the surface pressure  e x e r t s  itself always no rma l  to 
the f ree  surface when viscosity i s  omitted,  the wave drag  R mus t  be 
equal to the horizontal  component of the total  surface force  in the up- 
s t r e a m  direction,  that i s  
We consider f i r s t  the fundamental case:  pO= p B 6  (x), L = BH(Y, t) with 
B being a constant, then f r o m  Eq. ( 1 6 ) ,  
F o r  U > c m  and t large.  i t  follows f rom Riemann-Lebesgue lemma 
that the asymptotic value of R comes f rom the f i r s t  integral  in the 
interval  near  k = 6 and & 2. Using the substitutions ( 3  1) and (32) ,  1 
one can verify that 
2 2 - I  With the additional effect of superposition, we take po(x) =(p~ / r rb ) ( l+x  /b ) , 
then i t  can be shown that 
When U is l e s s  than cm, R vanishes because in this case p 
0 
i s  even while ac /ax is odd in x and vice versa .  
Discussion 
Physically speaking, a liquid, such a s  water ,  i s  a highly dis-  
persive medium for  surface waves, and i s ,  of course,  also a viscous 
medium which r e s i s t s ,  more  o r  less ,  any flow motion. The fact  that 
the present formulation based on the assumption of inviscid fluid 
yields automatically the co r rec t  solution implies that the important 
physical mechanism causing the resultant wave fo rm must  be dispersion 
not the viscosity, because the dispersive effect i s  a l ready included in 
the boundary conditions of the problem. The viscous damping i s  
effective only for the short  capillary waves; the long gravity waves a r e  
hardly affected a t  all .  Therefore,  any remedy sought in the steady- 
s ta te  problem to obtain the cor rec t  solution by resort ing to viscous 
damping i s  physically i r relevant .  
Next, we can identify Rayleighls frictional coefficient p a s  
approximately corresponding to the Laplace variable s used in 
this paper. The, Laplace t ransform of Eq. (4) i s  
while the corresponding boundary condition for  the steady flow using 
Rayleighl s coefficient p i s  
F r o m  this pair of equations one immediately sees  the resemblance 
of p with s. But since s also appears  in the t ransform of Eq. (3) to 
which p is not introduced according to Rayleigh, s and p a r e  not 
identical. The process  of taking the l imit  of s -L 0 in o rde r  to obtain 
the limiting solution therefore corresponds to Rayleighls argument of 
letting p + 0. The resemblance of p and s may a lso  be seen by 
comparing Eq. (12) with Rayleighls solution ( ~ e f .  I ,  p. 465), put 
partly in our notation, 
This  comparison reveals  that p 2s a s  they both tend to zero.  Even 
more  interesting i s  the case U = c in which case Rayleigh's solution 
m' 
( ~ e f .  1, p. 468) reads:  
x = -  1 cos (K,X - $ 1 .  
1/2 (m cmp) 
Lamb's  explanation for this resu l t  ( ~ e f .  1, p. 467) is :  "to get an 
intelligible result: in this case it i s  necessary to retain the frictional 
coefficient p". However, i f  one regards  this y to be (2s) and 
- 1 thereby performs the Laplace inversion together with the factor s 
i n  Eq. (121, one readi ly  obtains Eq. (59). Therefore ,  we may a s s e r t  
that  Rayleigh's  fo r ce  which i s  itself an  ingenious device, i s  actually 
a t ime -limiting factor .  
Mathema tically speaking, the determinat ion of the boundary con- 
dition a t  infinite distance in  a s teady-s ta te  problem involve s two 
l imiting p roces se s ,  one for  the space,  the o ther  fo r  the t ime. It i s  
Pound here  that the exchange of the o r d e r  of these l imits  i s  not justified. 
I t  i s  hoped that these points may se rve  their purpose to c lar i fy  the 
difficulties that  may a r i s e  in  some s imi l a r  problems. 
Fig .  1 
THE PATH FOR X>O THE PATH FOR X <O 
F i g .  2 
0 4 
F i g .  3 .  Quali tat ive f ea tu r e s  
( b l  
of the curve w = ~(k). 
Fig .  4. The space dis t r ibut ion of the wave t ra ins  for  large time. 
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